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Abstract—This paper describes the results of a 500
million packet trace of a popular on-line, multi-player,
game server. The results show that the traffic behavior
of this heavily loaded game server is highly predictable
and can be attributed to the fact that current game de-
signs target the saturation of the narrowest, last-mile
link. Specifically, in order to maximize the interac-
tivity of the game itself and to provide relatively uni-
form experiences between players playing over differ-
ent network speeds, on-line games typically fix their
usage requirements in such a way as to saturate the
network link of their lowest speed players. While the
traffic observed is highly predictable, the trace also
indicates that these on-line games provide significant
challenges to current network infrastructure. As a re-
sult of synchronous game logic requiring an extreme
amount of interactivity, a close look at the trace re-
veals the presence of large, highly periodic, bursts of
small packets. With such stringent demands on inter-
activity, routers must be designed with enough capac-
ity to quickly route such bursts without delay. As cur-
rent routers are designed for bulk data transfers with
larger packets, a significant, concentrated deployment
of on-line game servers will have the potential for over-
whelming current networking equipment.
This material is based upon work supported by the National
Science Foundation under Grant EIA-0130344 and the gener-
ous donations of Intel Corporation. Any opinions, findings, and
conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are
those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the National Science Foundation or Intel.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Due the confluence of advances in graphics hard-
ware, in network bandwidth on the backbone and
to the home, in client and server hardware, and in
innovative software game design, on-line interac-
tive games across all mediums has seen explosive
growth. Forrester Research estimates that in 2001,
there were 18 million on-line gamers in a 1.6 bil-
lion dollar industry. Recent measurement studies
have shown that this is consistent with the observed
growth in gaming traffic as Internet games now ac-
count for a growing fraction of aggregate load [1].
With the upcoming launches of Microsoft’s Xbox
on-line game network and Sony’s Playstation 2 on-
line game network, along with the development of
emerging massively multi-player on-line games that
allow for thousands of simultaneous players [2], it
is clear that gaming traffic will soon grow to scales
far beyond what is being observed today. While not
indicative of all on-line games, the class of games
known as “first-person shooters” has clearly domi-
nated much of the observed gaming traffic. With a
large list of popular games such as Doom, Quake,
Descent, Duke Nukem 3D, Half-Life, Counter-
Strike, Unreal Tournament, Tribes 2, Day of Defeat,
Command & Conquer Renegade, etc., these games
are representative of what on-line games of the fu-
ture are moving towards: large-scale, highly interac-
tive, virtual worlds [3], [4], [5].
With the recent global explosion of on-line multi-
player gaming, it is becoming more important to un-
derstand its network behavior and usage in order to
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provision and design future network infrastructure.
By nature, traffic generated in support of this type of
application will be much different than web or TCP-
based traffic which has received most of the atten-
tion in the network research community [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. In particular,
on-line gaming requires low-latency point-to-point
communication as well as directed broadcast chan-
nels to facilitate its real-time game logic. In addition,
such traffic tends to employ small, highly periodic,
UDP packets. Packets are small since the applica-
tion requires extremely low latencies which makes
message aggregation impractical. Packets are highly
periodic as a result of the game’s dynamic require-
ment of frequent, predictable state updates amongst
clients and servers. Finally, packets are typically sent
via UDP since clients typically send packets at an in-
terval that is much shorter than the time it would take
to retransmit lost packets. In addition, the latency in-
duced via socket buffers [16] and delayed acknowl-
edgements is often too large to support meaningful
interactivity.
In this paper, we take a closer look at a class of
applications that look to become a major component
in the traffic mix for the foreseeable future. Specif-
ically, we study the behavior of an extremely busy,
on-line game server over the course of a week. Sec-
tion II describes the on-line game we have examined.
Section III describes the results of a one-week trace
of the game server. Section IV analyzes the implica-
tions that gaming traffic will have on network infras-
tructure of the future and Section V concludes.
II. BACKGROUND
In order to understand the characteristics of In-
ternet gaming, we examined the behavior of an ex-
tremely popular Counter-Strike server [5]. Counter-
Strike is a modification to the popular Half-Life [4]
game and has become one of the most popular and
most network-intensive games played over the In-
ternet as of this writing. Counter-Strike is a part
of a large class of multi-player, on-line, first-person
shooters that has dominated network gaming traffic
over the last several years. As of May 2002, there
were more than 20,000 Counter-Strike servers ac-
tive [5]. The game is architected as a client-server
application with multiple clients communicating and
coordinating with a central server that keeps track of
the global state of the game.
In the game itself, two teams continuously play
back-to-back rounds of several minutes in duration.
Each team attempts to complete their objectives and
foil those of the other team during the round. The
round ends when one team manages to complete
their mission, when one team eliminates the other
team entirely, or when time runs out. When players
are eliminated from a round, they become spectators
until the next round. During this time, the player can
shadow another player that has not been eliminated.
The game itself is played on a variety of maps which
rotate based on how the server is configured. Typ-
ically, maps are rotated every 30 minutes, allowing
for over 10 rounds to be played per map. Depending
on the hardware and configuration, a Counter-Strike
server can support up to 32 simultaneous players.
Traffic generated by the game can be attributed to
a number of sources. The most dominant source is
the real-time action and coordinate information sent
back and forth between clients and server. This in-
formation is periodically sent from all of the clients
to the server. The server then takes this information
and performs a periodic broadcast to each client, ef-
fectively distributing the global state of the game. In
addition to game physics datum, the game engine
allows for broadcast text-messaging and broadcast
voice communication amongst players all through
the centralized server. The game server also sup-
ports the upload and download of customized logos
that can be seen by everyone on a per-client basis.
Each client is able to customize a texture map that
may be placed on the surfaces of the current map.
These images are uploaded and downloaded when
users join the game and when a new map starts so
that each client can properly display the custom de-
cals of the other users. Finally, the game server sup-
ports downloads of entire maps, which may consist
of sounds, texture libraries and a compiled Binary
Space Partitioning tree [17]. In order to prevent the
server from becoming overwhelmed by concurrent
downloads, these downloads are rate-limited at the
server.
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Start Time Thu Apr 11 08:55:04 2002
Stop Time Thu Apr 18 14:56:21 2002
Total Time of Trace 7 d, 6 h, 1 m, 17.03 s
(626,477 sec)
Maps Played 339
Established Connections 16030
Unique Clients Establishing 5886
Attempted Connections 24004
Unique Clients Attempting 8207
TABLE I
GENERAL TRACE INFORMATION
III. E VALUATION
A. Trace summary
To properly evaluate the traffic generated by this
representative application, we hosted the Counter-
Strike (version 1.3) server of one of the most pop-
ular on-line gaming communities in the North-
west region: Olygamer.com [18]. Because of the
large Olygamer following, our exceptional Internet
connectivity (OC-3 to Internet2, dual T3s to non-
Internet2 sites), the speed of the server used (Dell
Dimension 4300, Pentium 4, 1.8GHz, 512MB), and
the superiority of our game configuration (which
includes modules that eliminate cheating and deter
team killing [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]), this server
quickly became heavily utilized with connections ar-
riving from all parts of the world irrespective of the
time of day. The server itself was configured with
a maximum capacity of 22 players. After a brief
warm-up period, we recorded the traffic to and from
the server over the course of a week (April 11-18).
The trace collected consisted of a half billion pack-
ets. Note that while we are able to effectively an-
alyze this single server, the results in this study do
not directly apply to overall aggregate load behav-
ior of the entire collection of Counter-Strike servers.
In particular, it is expected that active user popula-
tions will not, in general, exhibit the predictability
of the server studied in this paper and that the global
usage pattern itself may exhibit a high degree of self-
similarity [1], [24], [25].
Table I summarizes the trace itself. The trace cov-
Total Packets 500,000,000
Total Packets In 273,846,081
Total Packets Out 226,153,919
Total Bytes 64.42 GB
Total Bytes In 24.92 GB
Total Bytes Out 39.49 GB
Mean Packet Load 798.11 pkts/sec
Mean Packet Load In 437.12 pkts/sec
Mean Packet Load Out 360.99 pkts/sec
Mean Bandwidth 883 kbs
Mean Bandwidth In 341 kbs
Mean Bandwidth Out 542 kbs
TABLE II
NETWORK USAGE INFORMATION
Total Bytes 37.41 GB
Total Bytes In 10.13 GB
Total Bytes Out 27.28 GB
Mean Packet Size 80.33 bytes
Mean Packet Size In 39.72 bytes
Mean Packet Size Out 129.51 bytes
TABLE III
APPLICATION INFORMATION
ers over a week of continuous operation of the game
server. Over 300 maps were played during this time
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Fig. 1. Per-minute bandwidth of server for entire trace
frame and more than 16000 user sessions were estab-
lished. Due to the popularity of the server, each user
averaged almost 3 sessions for the week and more
than 8000 connections were refused due to the lack
of open slots on the server. In addition, each player
was connected to the game an average of approxi-
mately 15 minutes. Table II summarizes the network
load generated by the server. Over the 500 million
packet trace, more than 60GB of data were sent in-
cluding both network headers and application data.
Overall, the bandwidth consumed approached1Mbs
for the duration of the trace. The table also shows
that even though the application received more pack-
ets than it sent, its outgoing bandwidth exceeded its
incoming bandwidth. Table III shows the reason why
this was the case. The mean size of outgoing applica-
tion data packets was more than three times the size
of incoming application data packets.
To understand the dynamics of the trace, Figure 1
and Figure 2 plot the per-minute average bandwidth
and packet load observed at the server. As the fig-
ures show, while there is a lot of short-term varia-
tion in the trace, the trace exhibits fairly predictable
behavior over the long-term. Aggregate bandwidth
consumed by the server hovers around 800-900 kilo-
bits per second (kbs) while the server sees a packet
rate of around 700-800 packets per second (pps). In
addition, as Figure 3 shows, the number of active
players also shows a lot of short-term variation with
fairly predictable long-term behavior. The number
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Fig. 2. Per-minute packet load of server for entire trace
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Fig. 3. Per-minute number of players for entire trace
of players sometimes exceeds the maximum number
of slots of 22 as multiple clients can come and go
during an interval. The trace itself also encompasses
several brief network outages on April 12, April 14,
and April 17. These outages caused minor disrup-
tions in user numbers as the client and server discon-
nect after not hearing from each other over a period
of several seconds. In all three cases, all of the play-
ers or a majority of players were disconnected from
the server at identical points in time. While some
of the players, having recorded the server’s IP ad-
dress, immediately reconnected, a significant num-
ber did not as they relied on dynamic server auto-
discovery and auto-connecting to find this particu-
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Fig. 5. Variance time plot for total server packet load
lar game server [26]. Thus, the user population and
network traffic observed around these outages show
significant dips on the order of minutes even though
the actual outage was on the order of seconds. Due
to the size of the trace, however, these brief outages
did not have a significant impact on the traffic char-
acterization.
Figure 4 shows a further breakdown of the trace
between incoming traffic generated by clients and
sent to the server and outgoing traffic generated by
the server and sent to the clients. As the figure
shows, the incoming packet load exceeds the outgo-
ing packet load while the outgoing bandwidth ex-
ceeds the incoming bandwidth. Thus, it is clear
that while the server sends less packets, the pack-
ets it sends are significantly larger than the incoming
packets. This is not surprising as the game server
itself is logically playing the role of a broadcaster:
taking state information from each client and broad-
casting it out to all other clients [27]. Section III-C
gives a more detailed analysis of packet sizes in the
trace.
B. Periodicity and predictability
While visually it appears that the server’s net-
work load is relatively stable, the true measure of
variability is its associated Hurst parameter [10],
[28]. In order to measure variability across multiple
time scales, we use the standard aggregated variance
method to estimate the Hurst parameter (H) of the
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Fig. 6. Total packet load for them = 10ms interval size
trace. In this method, the sequence is divided into
multiple, consecutive, equally-sized, blocks. The
values within the block are averaged and the vari-
ance of the sequence of averages is calculated. For a
short-range dependent process, as the block size (m)
is increased, the variance of the resulting sequence
consistently decreases. In contrast, for long-range
dependent sequences, the sequence maintains high
variability across block sizes and time scales. To de-
termine the degree of long-range dependence, the log
of the normalized variance is plotted against the log
of the block size. The normalized variance is cal-
culated as the variance of the aggregated sequence
divided by the variance of the initial, unaggregated
sequence. The block size, in this case, is the number
of frames per block. The Hurst parameter (H) can
be estimated by taking the magnitude of the slope of
the best-fit line through the data points (β) and cal-
culatingH via the relationH = 1 − β2 . The Hurst
parameter thus ranges between12 and 1. A short-
range or no dependence sequence will have a slope
of −1 which corresponds to anH of 12 while a long-
range dependent sequence will have anH closer to
1.
Figure 5 shows the variance-time plot of the trace.
For this plot, a base interval size ofm = 10ms
was used. The plot shows three distinct regions of
behavior. For smallm (m < 50ms), there is a
high degree of increased smoothness as the inter-
val size is increased, as shown by the slope of the
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(a) Incoming bandwidth (b) Outgoing bandwidth
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(c) Incoming packet load (d) Outgoing packet load
Fig. 4. Per-minute incoming and outgoing bandwidth and packet load of server for entire trace
variance plot asH drops below12 . For larger inter-
val sizes (50ms < m < 30min), significant vari-
ability and burstiness remains even as the interval
size is increased. Finally, for large interval sizes
(m > 30min), the plot shows typical behavior for
a short-range dependent sequence as larger interval
sizes consistently produce reduced variability with
an estimatedH of around12 .
To fully understand the behavior at varying time-
scales, Figure 6 and Figure 7 plot the total packet
load, the incoming packet load, and the outgoing
packet load observed at the server for the first 200
10ms intervals of the trace. The figure exhibits an
extremely bursty, highly periodic pattern. When bro-
ken down between incoming and outgoing packet
load, it is clear that the periodicity comes from
the game server deterministically flooding its clients
with state updates about every50ms. This syn-
chronous behavior is due to the game server logic it-
self. Since clients connect via diverse network paths,
the incoming packet load is not highly synchronized.
Given this behavior, Figure 8 shows the plot of
the first 20050ms intervals of the trace. As ex-
pected, aggregating over this interval smooths out
the packet load considerably. Betweenm = 50ms
andm = 30min, however, the variance-time plot
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Fig. 7. Incoming and outgoing packet load for them = 10ms interval size
exhibits a high degree of variability. This variability
can be attributed to the network disruptions caused
by the30min map time of the server. As the server
loads a new map every half-hour, the network traffic
dips significantly for a short period of time. Because
most of the clients will have the maps stored locally,
this down time is due completely to the server doing
local tasks to perform the map change over. Fig-
ure 9 shows this behavior with a plot of the first
180001sec intervals. Noticeable dips appear every
1800 (30min) intervals. Because map changing is
a configuration-specific feature, this behavior is not
a generic characteristic and can be affected by game
administrators changing maps directly, players vot-
ing to change maps or extending the current map,
or a different map time limit setting. For this trace
and server configuration, increasing the interval size
beyond the default map time of30min removes the
variability. Figure 10 plots the first 20030min inter-
vals of the trace. As the figure shows, the variability
has been eliminated.
The predictability of the aggregate leads us to ex-
amine how predictable the resource consumption of
each individual flow is in the trace. Perhaps the most
interesting observation is that when the mean band-
width of the server is divided by the total number
of players allowed by the game server itself (22),
the bandwidth consumed per player is on average
40kbps. This is no coincidence as the game is meant
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Fig. 8. Total packet load plot form = 50ms
to be played uniformly across a wide range of net-
work speeds, down to and including the ubiquitous
56kbps modem. As typical performance of56kbps
modems range from40− 50kbs [29], it is clear that
this particular game was designed tosaturate the
narrowest last-mile link. Going back to the trace
itself, we measured the mean bandwidth consumed
by each flow at the server in order to get a picture
of the bandwidth distribution across clients. Assum-
ing minimal packet loss and a negligible difference
in link-layer header overhead between the last-mile
link and the server’s link, the bandwidth measured at
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Fig. 10. Total packet load plot form = 30min
the server will be quite close to what is sent across
the last hop. Figure 11 shows a histogram of band-
widths across all sessions in the trace that lasted
longer than30sec. The figure shows that the over-
whelming majority of flows are pegged at modem
rates or below even though connections arrived via
diverse network mediums. The figure also shows
that some flows do, in fact, exceed the56kbps bar-
rier. This is due to the fact that the client can be
specially configured to crank up the update rate to
and from the server in order to improve the inter-
activity of gameplay even futher. As shown by the
histogram, only a handful of ”l337” players connect-
ing via high speed links have taken advantage of the
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Fig. 11. Client bandwidth histogram
setting.
C. Tiny packets
While the good news in the trace is that for a fixed
set of players, the traffic generated is highly stable
and predictable, the bad news is that the traffic itself
is made up of large, periodic bursts of very small
packets. Figure 12(a) plots the probability density
function (PDF) of packet sizes across the 500 million
packet trace. The graph is truncated at 500 bytes as
only a negligible number of packets exceeded this.
As the figure shows, almost all of the packets are un-
der 200 bytes. Note that packet sizes include only
the application data itself and not the UDP, IP, or
Ethernet headers. Figure 12(b) shows the PDF of
both incoming and outgoing packets. While incom-
ing packets have an extremely narrow distribution
centered around the mean size of 40 bytes, outgo-
ing packets have a much wider distribution around a
significantly larger mean. This causes the outgoing
bandwidth to exceed the incoming bandwidth even
though the rate of incoming packets exceeds that of
outgoing packets. Figure 13 shows the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the packet sizes. As
the figure shows, almost all of the incoming pack-
ets are smaller than 60 bytes while a large fraction
of outgoing packets have sizes spread between 0 and
300 bytes. This is significantly different than aggre-
gate traffic seen within Internet exchange points [1]
in which the mean packet size observed was above
9
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Fig. 13. Packet size cumulative density functions
400 bytes.
IV. I MPLICATIONS ON ROUTING
INFRASTRUCTURE
A. The Bad News
Perhaps the most significant aspect of the trace is
the observation that the game traffic itself consists
of large, periodic bursts of short packets. While the
trace is of only a single game over a single week,
we believe that this is a characteristic that will be
fundamental in all sufficiently loaded, highly inter-
active, on-line games due to the nature of the appli-
Outgoing Traffic
Total Packets From Server to NAT 677,278
Total Packets From NAT to Clients674,157
Loss Rate 0.046%
Incoming Traffic
Total Packets From Clients to NAT853,035
Total Packets From NAT to Server 841,960
Loss Rate 1.3%
TABLE IV
NAT EXPERIMENT
cation and the underlying game logic. Short packets
are required for low latency while highly periodic
traffic allows the game to provide uniform interac-
tivity amongst all of its clients. Some evidence of
this exists in aggregate measures of other game ap-
plications [1].
Unfortunately for games, routers are not necessar-
ily designed for this type of traffic. With the explo-
sion of the web and peer-to-peer networks, the ma-
jority of traffic being carried in today’s networks in-
volve bulk data transfers using TCP. While TCP ac-
knowledgements are typically small, data segments
can be close to an order of magnitude larger than
game traffic. With the addition of delayed acknowl-
edgments and piggy-backed acknowledgments, the
average packet sizes of most bi-directional TCP con-
10
nections will exceed those for games. Router de-
signers and vendors often make packet size assump-
tions when building their gear, often expecting av-
erage sizes in between 1000 and 2000 bits (125-250
bytes) [30]. Thus, a significant shift in packet size
from the deployment of on-line games will make the
route lookup function the bottleneck versus the link
speed [31]. Routing devices that are not designed to
handle small packets will then see significant packet-
loss oreven worseconsistent packet delay and delay
jitter when handling game traffic.
To demonstrate this problem, we inserted a
commerical-off-the-shelf NAT device in between the
server and the rest of the Internet. The specific de-
vice used was an SMC Barricade hardware NAT de-
vice (SMC7004AWBR). The SMC device has the
capacity to switch at speeds of up to100Mbs and has
a listed packet routing capacity of 1000-1500pps on
average [32]. The wireless interface and all other
physical ports were disabled so that the device only
handled game traffic during the experiment.
After a brief warm-up period, we traced a single,
30min map of our server. Throughout the experi-
ment, players complained about a significant degra-
dation in performance with noticeable amounts of
lag and packet loss that did not exist before the NAT
device was in place. The results of the trace are
shown in Table IV. The table shows that the NAT
device does, in fact, induce packet loss with over 1%
loss for incoming packets and almost 0.5% loss for
outgoing packets. The losses occur at the most criti-
cal points during gameplay when a lot of events are
occuring, magnifying the impact of the losses even
futher. It is interesting that more incoming packets
are lost versus outgoing packets as Figure 7 shows
that the outgoing packet load is much more bursty.
We believe that the loss on the incoming path is in-
duced by and is a result of individual server packet
bursts. Figure 14 and Figure 15 plot the packet load
through the device. In this case, the incoming packet
load from the clients to the NAT device is relatively
stable while the packet load from the NAT device
to the server sees frequent drop-outs. Interestingly
enough, this disruption in service causes the game
application itself to freeze as well with outgoing traf-
fic from the server to the NAT device and outgo-
ing traffic from the NAT device to the clients show-
ing drop-outs directly correlated with lost incoming
packets. While the loss rates overall were small, it
was enough to substantially degrade the game qual-
ity. Due to the nature of the game applications, ob-
served loss rateself-tunethemselves at the worst
tolerable level of performance. Any further degrada-
tion caused by additional players and/or background
traffic will simply cause players to quit playing, re-
ducing the load back to the tolerable level. Given
the level of dissatisfaction caused by this experiment
within the game, we believe the worst tolerable loss
rate for this game is not far from 1-2%.
The NAT experiment shows that when placed be-
hind a device like this, a single instance of the
server running at about800kbps is enough to over-
whelm the resources of a device designed to route
at significantly higher rates. For this application,
adding buffers or combining packets does not nec-
essarily help performance since delayed packets can
be worse than dropped packets. Delayed packets de-
grade user experience [33] as well as consume ad-
ditional processing resources at the server as it tries
to keep its global state consistent. In this particu-
lar case, buffering the50ms packet spikes will con-
sume more than a quarter of the maximum tolera-
ble latency for this type of interactive game. With-
out the routing capacity in place, hosting a success-
ful game server behind such a device is simply not
feasible. Extending this to on-line ventures from
Microsoft and Sony and to massively multi-player
games, it is apparent that even mid-range routers or
firewalls within several hops of large hosted on-line
game servers will need to be carefully provisioned to
minimize both the loss and delay induced by routing
extremely small packets. This will almost certainly
require increasing the peak route lookup capacity of
intermediate routers as adding buffers will add an un-
acceptable level of delay.
B. The Good News
The good news about the trace is that the pre-
dictability in resource requirements makes the mod-
eling, simulation, and provisioning on-line gaming
traffic a relatively simple task as the traffic does not
exhibit fractal behavior when the number of active
players is relatively fixed. As a result of this pre-
dictability, the traffic from an aggregation of all on-
line Counter-Strike players is effectively linear to the
number of active players. While this is the case, the
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(a) Packet load from clients to NAT (b) Packet load from NAT to server
Fig. 14. Per-second incoming packet load for NAT experiment
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Fig. 15. Per-second outgoing packet load for NAT experiment
actual number of players on-line over time may, in
fact, exhibit a high degree of variability and self-
similarity. Self-similarity in aggregate game traffic
in this case will be directly dependent on the self-
similarity of user populations [24], [25]. Since the
trace itself can be used to more accurately develop
source models for simulation [34], we hope to make
the trace and associated game log file publicly avail-
able [35].
The other silver lining in this trace is that while
the small packets of on-line games have the poten-
tial to wreak havoc on routing infrastructure, the pe-
riodicity and predictability of packet sizes allows
for meaningful performance optimizations within
routers. For example, preferential route caching
strategies based on packet size or packet frequency
may provide significant improvements in packet
throughput. We hope to explore these issues further
on a network processor testbed [36].
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V. CONCLUSION
With the explosion in on-line, multi-player net-
work games, it is becoming imperative to character-
ize this component of Internet traffic that will remain
a sizable portion of overall usage. To this end, we
have collected and analyzed a one-week, 500 mil-
lion packet trace of a popular Internet game server.
The resulting traffic consists of large, highly periodic
bursts of small packets with predictable long-term
rates and can be attributed to the synchronous na-
ture of current game designs, the need to uniformly
deliver a high degree of interactivity, and the phe-
nomenon ofnarrowest last-mile link saturation. The
bad news is that because of these factors, on-line
game servers tend to generate heavy packet loads
that may potentially overwhelm the route-lookup re-
sources within the network. The good news is that,
given a fixed number of players, these servers gen-
erate highly predictable traffic, thus simplifying the
provisioning for and modeling of on-line games. In
addition, the predictability and periodicity may be
further leveraged to improve route caching strategies
within the network.
As part of future work, we plan on using the re-
sults of this trace to explore the possibility of better
route caching algorithms to support networks carry-
ing this type of traffic. We also plan on examining
a multitude of emerging on-line games. While we
expect the trends to change very little as long as the
last hop is dominated by slow modems, the gaming
landscape tends to change much more quickly than
any other class of Internet applications. Unlike web
traffic whose aggregate application behavior is rela-
tively well-characterized and changes slowly, we ex-
pect game traffic to be much more dynamic as games
tend to zoom to popularity in a short period of time
with new games replacing old games within very
short time periods.
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